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Chairman’s Message
Dear Members,
At the time of writing, we have just about come to the
close of our annual National Songwriting Contest. I am
licking my lips in anticipation, awaiting all the fantastic
songs that will come forth. There is no doubt in my
mind that each and every year brings lots of new
wonderful tunes, including some that are just ‘gems’.
In the meantime, your Vice Chairman and
eNewslettter Editor, Alan Gilmour, has come up with
another bumper issue to whet your appetite. There is
something for everyone this month.
How about the Wax Lyricals all over the country? The
ASA is making great inroads in every State, and is
now by far the biggest grass roots organization in
Australia. Our Regional Coordinators are doing an amazing job of getting our
message out to all Songwriters.
That message is of course: If you write songs, you should belong to the ASA!
See you at the Wax Lyricals.
Cheers,
Denny Burgess
Chairman
The Australian Songwriters Association

Editor’s Message
In this edition, we feature interviews with the 2014 Country Category winner,
Samantha Mooney, the 2014 Youth Category winner, Frank Dixon and the 2014
Australia Category winners, Lola Brinton and Trish Roldan.
We also have profiles on ASA members, Younis Clare and Justin Standley.
The Australian Songwriter welcomes written contributions from ASA members and
readers of the magazine. If you have anything that you would like to say about
yourself, other songwriters/musicians/artists/new releases or upcoming events,
simply send your contribution via email to the Editor at alang@asai.org.au.
Cheers,
Alan Gilmour
Editor and Vice Chairman
The Australian Songwriters Association
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2015 Australian Songwriting Contest Update

The closing date for the 2015 Australian Songwriting Contest has been extended
until 15 June. The contest offers great prizes and is open to both ASA members
and non-members. The 2015 contest contains 13 individual songwriting categories:








Australia
Contemporary Pop/Dance
Folk/Acoustic
International
Open
Songs for Children
Youth

Ballad
Country
Instrumental
Lyrics
Rock/Indie
Spiritual

The 2015 Australian Songwriter of the Year will be chosen by the ASA Board of
Directors from the Category winners. The ASA Board will also choose the winner of
the 2015 Rudy Brandsma Award For Songwriting Excellence from among all of
the ASA members who have submitted songs into the contest and who have
exhibited songwriting excellence in their song entries.
Entries can be submitted on the following contest platforms by clicking on the links
on the ASA website home page.
www.trakvan.com/asacontest/

www.songcentral.biz/asa

www.sonicbids.com/australian-songwritersassociation-inc/
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Samantha Mooney: 2014 Winner of the Country Category

Photo: Samantha (Centre) with finalists, Rick Hart and Alex Tobin (Left of
Samantha), and Presenters (Right).
Samantha Mooney is the 2014 winner of the Country category, with her song,
Brand New Life.
Samantha is a Gold Coast QLD singer/songwriter, who has also received awards with
her entries in the Australian Songwriting Contest in previous years.
We caught up for a chat with Samantha Mooney at the 2014 National Songwriting
Awards night.
ASA: Welcome, Samantha and congratulation on your wining song. Can to tell us a
little bit about the song and how it came about?
Samantha: The song actually came about while I was playing another song that I
was writing at the time. I was doing the guitar chords, and this particular melody
came out along with the first line, I thought well that’s actually better than what I
was working on, and so I started building on it from that one line. It came to me
pretty quickly which can often happen with me. I can be in the middle of a song and
it turns into something else. With regards to the lyrics and the title of the song, I
didn’t intentionally write it about a particular person, but now I can look back and
realize “well, yes that has happened to me”. It’s a situation where you have been
with someone and they have left you, and your life has shifted into becoming
something different. So even though it wasn’t a conscious thing while I was writing
it, perhaps it was an unconscious process.
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ASA: The song seems to tell a very
powerful story.
Samantha: Well, yes it does. Because
you invest yourself and your life in
and around someone and all of a
sudden they are no longer there, and
you have to find a way to grow into
something different. Hopefully, you go
on to something better and learn from
the experience. I think we have all
been through that.
ASA: Yes, I think most people have.
Tell us a bit about yourself, when did
you first become interested in music?
Samantha: I have always sung, even
from a young age, and it comes from
my family, I think. My father sang
with his brothers. They had a vocal
group and sang on In Melbourne
Tonight with Graham Kennedy, so it
runs in the family. I also did a bit of
singing at school. After leaving school,
I went on to sing with my now
husband, but there was a desire to
write my own songs, so I set about
doing it.
ASA: Was it a conscious decision to start writing, or did you just pick up your guitar
one day and think “oh, that’s a nice tune?”
Samantha: Whenever I heard a good song on the radio, I’d think “that’s really
good, I wish I could have written that”, so it’s always been something I have wanted
to do, to be able to say I wrote that. I started writing with the piano because I was
learning it at the time. I had already learned guitar at school. I wrote my first song
for a wedding, and it ended up doing well in the ASA contest, and once I had done it
and found it was possible, I just kept it going and I really enjoy it.
ASA: Yes, it’s very rewarding
Samantha: Yes it is. It’s a nice feeling to be able to say I have achieved something
and say “I wrote that”, and I am not just a singer, singing other peoples songs.
ASA: You are a performing songwriter as well?
Samantha: Yes I am. I sing in a duo with my husband. We are called “Scorpio” and
we perform all over the Gold Coast and around QLD and have done so for many
years. We do covers, but I do perform some of my own songs. We also do the big
Christmas Carols on the Gold Coast, so this year we will be singing alongside Marina
Prior and Dennis Walters, who I am a big fan of. We do a lot of varied gigs and
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perform
a
variety
of
music, but it’s nice to be
able to throw my own
songs in also. It’s an
added bonus.
ASA: What sort of reaction
do you get from audiences
when you perform your
own songs?
Samantha: It is usually
good, and they’ll ask did
you write that yourself? I
get a good response to my
song, Brand New Life, and
Photo: Samantha receiving her trophy.
also my ballads get a good reception. When we perform at the Carols, I will be
singing a couple of my own songs including a Xmas song I wrote. There will be a
huge crowd there so I am hoping the songs go over well.
ASA: Where are you hoping that your music will take you? Have you got a career
path you want to follow or are you happy just doing what you are doing?
Samantha: That’s a good question. My main goal is to be able to write a really good
song. I am heading in that direction, and I hope one day to be able to record a really
good album and take it out live and do all those sort of things that go along with
doing that, or even to have a song used on a film or TV. But first and foremost, it is
just to be able to keep creating until I get something that I really love, even though I
am happy with what I have already written. I just want to keep getting better.
ASA: Do you get air play with your music?
Samantha: I have been getting a bit, mostly has been community radio because it’s
really hard to get on commercial radio. With my first album, Paper Memories, I got a
lot of air play all across the country on community radio, but because I am still
working on my second album, I haven’t really been pushing my songs for the last
couple of years. I met a lot of nice people and made friends with people in
community radio over time, and they have been very kind to me by doing interviews
and playing my music, so they have been wonderful.
ASA: Community radio can be a really great place and a help to artists like yourself.
Samantha: Yes that’s true, but one day commercial radio would be nice.
ASA: Yes it would, and maybe along with a place in the charts? Thank you very
much for talking to us, it’s been a pleasure, and congratulations once again on your
win.
Samantha: Thanks very much to the ASA.
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Frank Dixon: 2014 Winner of the Youth Category

Photo: Frank
Hardyman.

Dixon

(Centre)
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Presenters

Ray

Butler

and

Katie

Frank Dixon from Melbourne is the 2014 Winner of the Youth Category, with his
song, Gold. Frank also won the Youth Category in 2012, with another one of his
great songs, Step Into The Dark.
We spoke to Frank prior to the 2014 National Songwriting Awards Night.
ASA: Once again, we welcome Frank Dixon in for a pre-Awards Night chat. I say
“once again”, because two years ago, Frank also won the Youth category, with one of
his great songs, and he has done it again in the 2014 contest, with his song Gold.
Congratulations, Frank.
Frank: Thank you so much for having me.
ASA: Can you tell us a bit about your song?
Frank: The song is really about living up to your full potential and taking grasp of
dreams. I wrote the song about eight months ago. It’s one of those songs that aim
to give a boost at those times in life when you feel you need a power up. That’s
basically why I wrote it. Now it’s out there and it’s getting played and now winning
this award, I am just so proud of it.
ASA: Have you been getting air play for the song?
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Photo: Frank Dixon onstage at the 2014 National Songwriting Awards.
Frank: Yes, absolutely! It has been doing the rounds on community radio and on tier
two commercial stations, which is exciting. We had a plugger on board to promote
the song, and it was also selected as theme song for the 2014 “Teenage Expo”,
which was really exciting, because it fitted in with their theme, which was “Potential”.
The song went hand in hand with what they were focusing on. It’s also available to
view on Youtube, so it’s been really incredible.
ASA: I noticed that you are also involved in the Fast Track singing showcases?
Frank: Yes, Fast Track is a national singing competition run under the parent
company Yo-Yo Music. Yo-Yo management is also the company I am with.
Fast Track has been going to lots of communities, around Australia. It’s been in
Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne, with full time talent contests as well. I have been
performing with them doing guest spots and some MC work, which has been fun.
Just being out in the music community and meeting people, there’s nothing better.
ASA: In terms of your future, Frank, you are only fifteen with a whole life ahead of
you. Is this the type of thing that you want to do?
Frank: Yes, absolutely! Right from a very young age I have had this love and
passion for music that I can’t suppress. I would be hitting tables, trying to make a
beat, or pounding a keyboard. Music is just one of these things that lives inside me. I
am now getting into self-production and audio engineering, which I am learning over
the high school graduate years with VCE in Victoria, so I’m going to do a bit of that
plus the performing side of things, which I love. I am one of these people that likes
to try everything, making sure it’s within the same realm. When you know what you
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want to hear you can kind of do
it. The end result is so much
more satisfying at the same
time.
ASA: Well, that certainly relates
to the songwriting side of things
as well. We have listened to
your songs over the years and
been very impressed. You are
obviously going to continue song
writing, so what kind of songs
are you looking forward to
writing? Will you continue in the
same genre or expand to other
things?
Frank: I don’t really know. It’s
an interesting time for me at the
moment, because if I look back
even to last year at the songs I
have written, they tend to be
hovering around in the genre
that I am in, which is cool to
see, because it shows the
evolution of my music, which
was what I was hoping for right
from the beginning. So definitely
that pop ballad genre acoustic is
what I enjoy and it’s what I
have been writing for the past two years, and is my main passion. But I have been
dipping more and more into the indie acoustic and folk side of things, so having a
bridge between the two would be great. It’s an interesting time for me, I am going to
experiment.
ASA: And where do you think it is all going to end up? What are you hoping to
achieve in your musical career?
Frank: Short term, I am looking to get an EP out by February (2015), which is super
exciting. I am working on that at the moment, and its taking up a lot of my time,
and I guess in the next two or three years, I am hoping to get two or three albums
out, which will hopefully be a real example of my work and of my style. I hope to get
a tour happening with my music and see where that takes me. I have sort of got the
next two years worked out.
ASA: Good on you, and good luck with your song, Gold. We hope it all goes well.
Maybe your ASA award will go towards helping it all happen. All the very best for
your future, Frank.
Frank: I am sure it will. Thank you so much.
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ASA History: Tom Louch (1932-2009)
Tom Louch, along with Rudy Brandsma, is credited with being the founder of the
ASA in 1979. Tom was born in Hastings, Sussex, England in 1932, and migrated to
Australia in the 1960s. He settled in Melbourne VIC and married his wife, Gerda.
Tom was, of course, a songwriter, and in 1979, he entered a songwriting contest
which was run by the Gold Coast (QLD) City Council, to find a Gold Coast “anthem”.
He co-won the contest, against more than 250 other entries with a song called “On
The Gold Coast”. However, when he entered the contest, Tom forgot to provide his
contact details, and this sparked a newspaper search throughout Victoria, to locate
him. Tom was eventually tracked down, and he and his wife Gerda, attended the
awards ceremony, which was held on the Gold Coast.
Through Tom’s relatives, we have managed to track down a newspaper article, and a
vinyl 45 rpm recording of Tom’s winning song. The newspaper article is from The
Gold Coast Bulletin of 9 November 1979. The song is available on YouTube at
https://www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&feature=vm&video_id=v0bXPwsbBjc.
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Photos (Left to Right, Top to Bottom): The vinyl recording of Tom Louch’s
song, On the Gold Coast; the record cover of On The Gold Coast, featuring a
picture of the recording artist, Lovelace Watkins; a photo of Tom Louch,
which was taken during the 1970s; and finally, the reverse side of the
record cover.
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Bob King: ASA National Songwriting Awards Photographer
The ASA is honoured to have the
legendary Bob King as its
photographer for the annual
National Songwriting Awards.
Bob is Australia’s longest serving
rock music photographer. Bob’s
career
as
a
pre-eminent
entertainment
photographer
began
in
1964, when he
captured images of The Beatles
at the Sydney Stadium.
Over the decades, he has shot
almost every visiting concert act
of
consequence
and
a
dramatically wide spectrum of
Australian entertainers.
Bob has covered most of the
Australian and overseas bands
touring Australia. He has been
tour photographer for AC/DC,
Bon Jovi, Barbra Striesand, Neil
Diamond
and
Mick
Jagger,
among others. Bob has also
been the event photographer for
Tanelorn 1981, Narara 1983 and
1984, Australian Made 1987 and
Photos: Bob King is usually on the other side of the camera, but here he is,
with Kate Ceberano and Ross Ryan at the 2014 National Songwriting
Awards.
the Tamworth Country Music Festival 2007, 2008 and 2009.
The list is a long one, but Bob’s other events include major music industry awards
nights, including the ARIA and APRA awards, and major one day music events, such
as The Big Day Out, Homebake, The Concert For Life, Newcastle Earthquake Concert,
Wave Aid and The Sound Relief Concert.
More of Bob’s great work is featured in the photos that have appeared in the recent
editions of The Australian Songwriter magazine.
For more information on Bob King, and to peruse his gallery, or purchase images,
have a look at Bob’s website at www.bobking.com.au.
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ASA Member Profile: Justin Standley
Hailing from Bundaberg QLD,
Justin Standley is an Australian
country music singer-songwriter
and entertainer.
Justin
shot
to
national
prominence after appearing as a
Top 12 Finalist on the Australian
X-Factor in late 2012, on his
quest to find his missing
children.
Justin
is
now
recognised by millions of people
as a great musical talent and big
hearted man.
Justin’s debut album, A Father’s
Love, was recorded in Tamworth
in 2013.
Justin subsequently
won Best Country Male Vocalist
(Qld) and Listener’s Choice
Award (nationally), at the Gold
Medallion Media Awards.
He released a follow up EP, Red
Light, in March 2015 to much
acclaim, which included winning
APRA/TSA New Songwriter of the
Year.
Some of Justin’s other musical
awards
and
achievements
include: Queensland Champion
of Champions in 2012; Most Promising Country Artist in 2013 at the Trans-Tasman
Entertainer of the Year Awards; Toyota Star Maker Finalist in 2014; and, was
recently awarded comedy song of the year in the national SongsAlive songwriting
competition in 2015.
Justin's singles consistently chart in the Australian Country Tracks Top 40. He
regularly tours festivals and clubs in Australia and overseas, and he is known for his
distinctive voice, impressive vocal range, song-writing, yodeling, indigenous songs,
comedy songs, beautiful ballads and story songs.
ASA: Firstly just a bit of background information on you. How and when did you first
come to music and when did you first become interested in country music?
Justin: My Mum reckons I was singing before I was talking. I've always liked
listening to music, especially singing. When I was teenager, I started joining my
Dad at his solo gigs. I'd play guitar and sing harmony.
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Photo: Justin performing at Moncrieff Theatre, Bundaberg QLD.
My Dad sang a lot of country music and that's where my love for country music
started.
ASA: What does country music mean to you? Who are your favourite artists and who
are your greatest influences?
Justin: Country music is the best genre for story-telling, and I love a good yarn. I
think Country music is also more accessible and often has more meaning to it than
other types of music. I also love it that country music is so diverse - you have bush
ballads, country rock, country pop, country folk, country blues,...
My favourite artists and musical influences tend to be singer-songwriters. Alan
Caswell, Sara Storer, Brendan Walmsley, Kasey Chambers for example... vocally I
love Roy Orbison and John Denver (I often kid myself that I sound a bit like them :-)
ASA: Can you tell us a bit about your latest EP? Return of the Stockman has been
the star track, but what do the other self-penned tracks say and mean to you?
Justin: My EP was recorded by
(close to my Bundaberg home)
between albums because so
demanding!) that I release more
and has been doing really well in

Rob Mackay (of the Bobkatz fame) in Hervey Bay
and in Nashville. I meant the EP to be a bridge
many of my supporters were asking (almost
material. But it turns out my EP has legs of its own
its own right.
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I sort of have a formula to my
albums and I applied that to the
EP: mostly all original, with at
least one indigenous content
song (part of my heritage is
Noongar from W.A.), at least
one yodelling song, at least one
bush ballad and it overall it
must leave the listening feeling
uplifted or moved (definitely not
depressed!).
I write about events and stories
that inspire me and about
people that I love. Fairly typical
of songwriter, I guess.
ASA: I understand that Return
Of The Stockman has made it
into the Country Top 10, so
congratulations. What does this
mean to you reaching the Top
10?
Justin:
It's
a
wonderful
affirmation that I am doing the
right thing and I find it very
encouraging, but the best thing
is that clearly people must be
listening to it and liking it: that
to me is the greatest accolade.
ASA: What are your plans for the future? Where do you see yourself going in the
music industry?
Justin: I am working feverishly on my next album which is due for a special softrelease in October this year, and then a proper release in 2016. I'm very excited
about it.
I've taken all the best things I've learned so far about writing and producing country
music and put it into this album. I road-tested over thirty songs, all original, save
for two that were written by talented Australian country song writers. Then I asked
Matt Fell (who has produced music for John Williamson, Sara Storer etc) to help pick
the best of those songs for the album:
I'm a modest bloke, but I can proudly say that this next album is a real cracker and
can't wait for people to hear it, but I have to let the EP have its run first.
The next single from the EP is being released in a few weeks time and the first single
is still high in the charts! That's pretty special too. It's been an intense ride for me
into country music, but I've made up mind: I'm in it for the long haul - I love it too
much.
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Lola Brinton and Trish Roldan: 2014 Winners of the Australia Category

Photo: Australia Category Winners, Trish Roldan (Left) and Lola Brinton
(Centre), with Presenters Ted Brennan and Lawrie Barclay.
Lola Brinton and Trish Roldan are the 2014 Winners of the Australia Category.
Both Lola, and Trish, come from the NSW Central Coast. Their winning song, My
Outback Heartland, was performed by well known Country singer, Brad Cole.
We had a chat with Lola and Trish prior to the awards ceremony.
ASA: Lola Brinton and Trish Roldan are winners in the 2014 contest in the Australian
category with their song, My Outback Heartland. Welcome to you both. Can you tell
us how the song came to be?
Lola: Trish actually bought the idea to me. She had been sitting with her grandfather
in hospital. He is Spanish, and she wanted to share the story of Australia with him.
Trish: The idea for the song came to me because of the time, spent with my
grandfather, and it went from there. I started working on a melody for it.
ASA: And who wrote the lyrics?
Lola: It was a combined effort. Trish bought some lines to the table, in which she
was talking about Australia, but because I had lived in Alice Springs for a number of
years, I thought it would make a great outback song. Having lived and experienced
life in that environment, where I had personally seen the rivers, billabongs and the
scenery, I was able to draw on what I knew. I used some of Trish’s lines and we
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Photo: Australia Category Finalists (Left to Right) Kathy Coleman, Damien
Leith, Donna Dyson, Brian Ralston, Trish Roldan, Presenter Ted Brennan,
Lola Brinton and Presenter Lawrie Barclay.
started to work out the song together. She sang and played as we went, and it
started to evolve, and it was due to the great idea that she had.
ASA: Lola, I know you have been songwriting for quite some time, and we have
heard some of your great songs over time in the contests. What does it mean to you
now that you have won a category?
Lola: Well, it’s almost the ultimate really. I started off writing Country, and had a
dream of perhaps winning a Gold Guitar, but to me this is better than a Gold Guitar,
because it’s the actually writing that’s involved. It’s not all about the other fancy bits
that go along with winning a Gold Guitar. This is the ultimate, I am just so happy.
ASA: Trish, can you tell us about your musical background? When did you first
become interested in music?
Trish: I started at around age five. I started singing in churches and then I attended
the Australian Songwriters Conference in 2009. That’s where it really began to take
off, because it’s there that I met Lola and we have been co-writing ever since. It’s
been a blessing!
ASA: Yes, the Australian Songwriters Conference has been great! It has been a great
incubator for original music. Has it only been since the conference that you decided
to start writing or have you always jotted things down?
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Trish: Yes, all the time. Even
during high school, where I
began
entering
music
competitions, so I guess I
started writing at high school.
ASA: Are you going to do
some performances of your
own song as well?
Trish: Absolutely. I love
singing and playing live it’s a
lot of fun.

Photo: Country singer, Brad Cole, performed the winning song at the 2014
National Songwriting Awards.
ASA: Where are you hoping to go with your songwriting do you have a career plan?
Or are you happy with what you are doing at present?
Trish: For the love of it definitely, but I will go where the journey takes me, being
able to do what I do is a blessing, so I will be happy with whatever happens.
ASA: You have Brad Cole performing your song tonight, how did to contact Brad?
Lola: It came about through my country connections. I was looking for a good
Australian voice. I had also written some bush ballads with Brad. Even though Brad
does a lot of rock, he also has a sensitive side, so I thought why not ask him? I
asked and he said “Yes”.
ASA: With regard to your songwriting, Lola, did you have the ambition to write for
other artists? What is your ultimate aim in the exercise?
Lola: Well this songwriting thing came about in such a strange way. It was if I was
just following this path, I was being led along. I am enjoying it so much and I have
met so many great people. I have released some songs and another one is due out
before Christmas (2014) and they are being played and people are enjoying them.
It’s just been wonderful and amazing.
I never dreamed ten years ago that something like this would be happening to me.
It’s been an unexpected journey and it’s not over yet, so who knows what might
come along in the future.
ASA: You thoroughly deserve it. You have written some lovely songs and one of
those songs has also put you and Trish in the winner’s circle today. Thank you both
for having a chat, and congratulations once again.

-0-
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ASA Member Profile: Younis Clare

ASA Member, Younis Clare is a singer/songwriter from the Great Ocean Road in
Victoria. She has a new album out, and we thought that we’d take the opportunity to
profile her and her music.
ASA: Can you tell us a bit about your background? How did you first become
interested in music and songwriting?
Younis: I was so fortunate to be brought up in a home that valued music and
literature. My parents’ record collection was filled with 60's and 70's songwriters:
Joni Mitchell, Jackson Browne, Leonard Cohen, Simon and Garfunkel. My mother
was a proper Beatles disciple who collected every piece of Beatles literature in print
(as well as every recording, of course). One book was devoted to the creation of
every single Beatles song. I used to pore over it, fascinated by the back stories and
the people and places that were woven together into immortal audio texts.
There was always poetry being read aloud, a love of rhythm and rhyme and words
was instilled in me from before I could speak. I'm eternally grateful to my
grandmothers and parents for this gift. It helped that we had no TV reception.
I started writing songs when I was about 5 years old. I recently found evidence of
this in a dusty cupboard. I was always a bit embarrassed by it. It seemed like such
an exposure of my most vulnerable feelings. I kept it very secret. I even kept my
singing secret until I was about 14. I performed at a concert and my family was
completely shocked.
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ASA: What is your process in songwriting? Where does the inspiration come from
and how do you get it down on paper (or computer)?
Younis: I'm so far from being process driven. It's something that I'm working on.
Ideas turn up in my head from God knows where at completely unexpected times so
I have to have a recording device in my pocket everywhere I go. I have a massive
library of 'snippets' of songs just waiting to be fleshed out. Sometimes I stitch them
together, which might explain why some of my pieces are somewhat idiosyncratic. I
also have piles of notebooks filled with ideas. My books from university and school
contain more poems and song ideas than anything relevant to the lectures I was
attending. Even so, a lot of the content from my studies influenced what I was
writing.
Then, when I went travelling, it was all about the people I met and how I interacted
with them. Looking through my repertoire, I can usually identify who I was writing
about at the time of each song, but it can often be a number of people at once. I
work best under pressure. Give me a deadline and I'll give you a great song.
My album is pretty much a diary. It's a bit embarrassing. One song, Swine Wife, was
written on a sweltering summer day when I read a story in the Age's Odd Spot about
a young woman in NZ whose family swapped her for a pig, some floor-mats and
$200. I'd been listening to Nick Cave's Murder ballads on repeat which pushed me
into an uncharacteristically vengeful frame of mind. I'd also been playing a lot of
great music with the Geelong Folk scene and I've always been fascinated by
mythology, Greek/Celtic etc. It was like the perfect storm and fuelled by my feminist
fury at hearing this story, the song wrote itself in about two hours. To this day, it's
one of my favourites.
ASA: Can you tell me a bit about your debut album, Groupies For Governesses?
Firstly, what does the title mean? Where did the inspiration come from? What are
your hopes for it?
I recorded it with the brilliant Simon Moro from NinetyNine100 at Alan Eaton Studios
in St. Kilda. He recommended that particular studio because it's virtually untouched
since the 70's, a fact that really complements my approach to songwriting and the
sound that I was looking for. I was so lucky with the band that play on the album:
Brett Garsed, Craig Newman, Gerry Pantazis, Phil Turcio, John Clarke, Mattiss
Schubert and Jordie Lane. I can't believe the talent and passion of these people.
I settled on the title when I was living in Laurel Canyon (Los Angeles). While I was
living there, a local guy published a book all about the history of that weird and
wonderful suburb. He described a house down the road from ours, Frank Zappa's old
place. “Zappa, his wife and daughter, and an extended family of musicians, and
aspirant groupies-turned-governesses, and unclassified hangers-on for only four
months before the sheer madness of the place drove them out.”
There was something so wild and exhaustingly bohemian about this image, and
something so familiar. I'd arrived in Laurel Canyon after spending the best part of a
year living in the Brian Jonestown Massacre's headquarters. My best friend, actress
Kira Pozehl, and I were both nannies in Hollywood while pursuing our creative paths.
I read this line, turned to her and said, “Well, I know what I'm going to call my
album.”
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The inspiration came from my travels, my time living in LA, love and other
catastrophes, the light and darkness of life. I hope that it will be heard and enjoyed!
I also hope that it can serve as a vehicle that showcases my diverse interests as a
songwriter and lead to new opportunities to do what I love: write and play music.
ASA: Looking at just one song, Wild Wandering Girl, is this autobiographical? Do you
consider yourself to be a Wild Wandering Girl?
Younis: It sure was autobiographical! These days, I wander a lot in my head. I did
so much wandering when I was younger: left home at 15 to study and then
immediately went and lived in Europe, then the USA, then Europe again. But it's hard
to forge a solid career in music when you're all over the place. I was so relieved to
come home to Australia a couple of years ago with the plan to make an album. I
needed to have some tangible evidence of my experience, something shareable. It's
a good feeling when you can actually hand someone something and say- 'Here's
what I can do.' I'm less wild, more weird, perhaps.
ASA: What are your hopes and aims in the music industry? Where do you want to be
in five years time?
Younis: I hope to keep creating music, to continually collaborate with new people.
I've just started working with a fantastic producer in Atlanta, Georgia. It's early days
but we've come up with some really unusual (for me) music. Pure Pop! It turns out I
love being sent instrumentals and given licence to write a melody line and lyrics. I
five years time, I'd love to be writing songs with other people all around the world.
My dream is to have someone trustworthy who's totally in charge of all the dreary
admin so that I can just focus on creating. I'd love to have recorded a big fat
repertoire of songs that resonate with others the same way that my favourite
songwriters have done so for me.
Here’s the link to Younis’ music: https://younisclare.bandcamp.com.
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2015 Queen’s Birthday Honours List: Archie Roach AM
Mr Archibald William ROACH,
Fitzroy, Vic.
Victorian
Indigenous
singer/
songwriter, Archie Roach, who
brought the story of the Stolen
Generations
to
a
broad
Australian audience, is among
those recognised in the 2015
Queen's Birthday honours.
Roach,
a
Gunditjmara
Bundjalung man, was made a
Member of the Order of Australia
(AM) for his "significant service
to the performing arts as a
singer, song-writer and guitarist,
and to the community as a
spokesman for social justice".
This year marks the 25th
anniversary of the release of his
debut solo album, Charcoal
Lane,
which
featured
his
breakthrough song Took the
Children Away.
The
song
shared
Roach's
experience as a member of the
Stolen Generations, a part of
Australia's history that he said
many people did not know about
at the time.

"I remember when I first started to perform it at shows and concerts and people first
started to hear about it, they'd come up to me," he said.
"They weren't aware of this happening. It was something they weren't taught in
school I suppose.
"Not many people were aware of the policy of removing people from their families."
Roach said that he was honoured to be included in the awards "as an indigenous first
nations Australian".
"From my own perspective, I think music has a way of drawing people in, more so
than other forms of political endeavour," he said.
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Sponsors Profiles

Tucked away in quiet and unassuming suburban Moorabbin is Melbourne’s best-kept
secret, Black Pearl Studios. This hidden treasure is Melbourne’s newest premiere
recording studio; housing one of the world’s largest collections of modern, vintage
and boutique instruments.
Black Pearl Studios offers its clients a truly unique recording experience in a state of
the art environment. The studio was designed with the help of world-class theoretical
acousticians and environmental sound specialists, and constructed in Melbourne by
qualified Victorian builders. The project was completed in January 2012, and since
has steadily carved a reputation as a studio of the highest calibre, with a gear list
that would attract the envy of the famous Abby Road.
The fully equipped turnkey recording studio boasts two large acoustically designed
studio rooms, providing clients with an exceptional creative space and a chance to
record with an unrivalled collection of top quality gear. The services available include
live recording, mixing and production, with access to on-site services including the
legendary Black Pearl mobile studio van.
The backbone of the Black Pearl complex is two large studios, Studio A and Studio B.
Studio A’s live room, which measures a generous 120m2, boasts an SSL 4000 E
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series console and comes complete with a Yamaha C7 grand piano. Monitoring in
Studio A provides a combination of Focal, Dangerous Audio and Avantone Mixcubes.
Studio B’s 110m2 space has made a name for itself as “the best drum room in the
world.” To take advantage of its strong acoustics, the studio is home to two sets of
Adams, Avantone Mixcubes and the ubiquitous Yamaha NS10Ms.
Both studios allow for recording to ProTools, Radar or even 24 track analogue tape
on the studios pristine Studer A827 2 inch tape machine . Outboard and external
preamps in both studios are a who’s who of desired gear; Teletronix, Drawmer, TC,
Lexicon, Universal Audio, dbx, Cranesong, Neve, Telefunken, Urei and Manley all
make an appearance, with clocking and synch done via Antelope Isochrone.
At Black Pearl Studios, engineers have full access to one of the best collections of
outboard equipment Australia has to offer to help them capture the ultimate sound.
Naturally, no recording can be done without having the best source signal to allow
the ultimate performance interpretation, and Black Pearl Studios’ instrument
collection is second to none.
The truly exceptional thing about Black Pearl is the dazzling array of high quality
backline and instrumentation on offer, which include models from the most revered
vintage to the most talked about boutique and upmarket modern. Over 140 guitars,
30 bass guitars, three organs including a Hammond B3, 10 drum kits, 40 snares, 140
guitar amps, 30 bass amps, more than 450 pedals and a range of modern and
vintage synths are available to anyone hiring the studio. The huge selection of over
350 microphones doesn’t disappoint either, with sought after models from
Telefunken, Neumann, Microtech Gefell and Schoeps DPA, Coles, RCA (among
others) augmenting the standard workhorses from AKG, Shure, Beyerdynamic and
Sennheiser.
Black Pearl Studios offers its clients the full turnkey experience, meaning the studio
provides unlimited access to its full range of outboard, extensive microphone list and
superb instrument selection. Included in the recording process at Black Pearl is a
preproduction session. There you meet your engineer and plan your project, discuss
the sound you are after, select a range of instruments and processors you will
require and schedule the project. In turn, the engineer will be able to setup the
session in advance, saving artists the hassle of set-up time, allowing them to be
tracking within an hour of arrival.
Modern music has put more focus than ever on the roll of being a sound engineer,
it's now a hugely creative position, and requires a creative environment. Black Pearl
has the perfect mix of functionality and homeliness to inspire and create music. Any
colour or texture you could ever need is in arms reach, and every bit if gear is the
best of its kind. And that's not something that many studios in the world can claim.
Musicians, artists and performers have the opportunity to work with Black Pearl
Studios
team
of
talented
and
highly
experienced
audio
engineers.
Black Pearl Studios
9/21 Capella Crescent, Moorabbin, VIC, 3189
Contact: (03) 9939 7209; 0417 356 026
Website: www.blackpearlstudios.com.au
Facebook: www.facebook.com/BlackPearlStudios
Twitter: www.twitter.com/Black_Pearl_100
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Wax Lyrical Roundup



Adelaide SA, 13 April 2015, at The Gov.
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Central Coast NSW, 11 May 2015, at The Settlers Tavern.
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Toowoomba QLD, 16 April 2015, at The Irish Club Hotel.



Hobart TAS, 1 June 2015, at Irish Murphy’s.

The Monday, 1 June was the last of the Hobart Wax Lyricals to be held at Irish
Murphy’s. ASA Regional Co-ordinator, Matt Sertori, is now looking for a new venue.
Here’s a round-up by Debra
Manskey:
“Well, last night (1 June), we
saw
the
Australian
Songwriters Association Tasmania’s final gig at Irish
Murphy’s in Salamanca Place.
It was a raw night to be out
and about - the weather here
in Hobart has been typically
Winter (with a capital W)
since last month’s plunge
into
single
digit
temperatures.
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However, kudos to all the
brave folks who came out on
such a night to support and
perform – you are diamonds!
It bears noting that the
opening act was emerging
songwriter, Cassie O’Keefe,
who has really improved as a
performer – so much that I let
her use my Seagull guitar last
night!
Cassie has really come into
her own in the last year or so,
thanks in part to the amazing
support of her wonderful
family and friends – and
shows like the ASA, which
provide a wonderful avenue
for new writer/performers to
share the stage with proven
hands like Tony Brennan,
myself and the consummate
professional, Ian Paulin.
I’m therefore very pleased to
tell you that I’m taking Cassie
down to Bellfry Studio next
month,
where
she’ll
be
recording with my favourite engineer in all the planet, Malcolm Battersby.
It’s an incredibly gratifying experience to see someone grow from an uncertain child
into a powerful young woman, who can turn a pub crowd, on a Monday night, into a
listening audience, and hold them in the palm of her hand. It’s every
teacher/mentor’s dream and inspires me to keep doing what I do.
Also, I mention the fine work being done by the ASA Tasmanian Co-Ordinator, Matt
Sertori. His job has been so difficult over the last few months, with people pulling
out at the last minute or turning up late for their set. Seriously, organising
musicians is like herding cats, not for the feint hearted – we are a difficult mob. Matt
has kept his temper and his outrageous sense of humour well intact and I thank him
for his support and unwavering friendship over more than ten years of ASA shows.
I’m not sure where the ASA (Tasmania Wax Lyricals) will be heading next - there
isn’t a venue lined up at the time of writing – but that in itself is kind of exciting, and
makes me wonder what we can do next.”
Deb’s blog is available at DebraManskey.com.
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Melbourne VIC, 21 April 2015, at the Murmur Bar.



Melbourne VIC, 19 May 2015, at the Murmur Bar.
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Toowoomba QLD, 21 May 2015, at The Irish Club Hotel.
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Members News and Information
1. Kay Bell’s New Book

ASA Member, Kay Bell, has a new book out, called Lyrically Speaking, and she is
giving an ASA magazine reader the chance to win a copy of the book.
Kay was a Top 10 place-getter in the Lyrics Category of the 2014 Australian
Songwriting Contest, having four entries in finalist placings overall, so she knows her
stuff!
Kay writes: “I’m sooooooo excited! I recently received, hot off the press, the very
first copy of my own book, called Lyrically Speaking. Yep, I held it in my hot little
hands for no more than a few seconds, before Jess and I squealed a little, then did a
happy dance to welcome it into our home- excitement overload!!!
I believe I might have stumbled on a new concept with this book (comprising song
lyrics, yet to be set to music for up to 180 potential songs). It may not be
everybody’s cup of tea, but regardless, I’d really appreciate any support that you can
give me in spreading the word far and wide to those who may be interested.
I’ll continue to touch base from time to time while I’m exploring new ground on this
exciting creative highway as an author and lyricist.
That’s it for now- thank you so much for your support over the years.”
Details of the book launch are:
EVENT:
WHEN:
TIME:
WHERE:

Lyrically Speaking - Book Launch
Saturday, June 20
11am for 11:30am start
37 St. Johns Road Glebe (Sydney) NSW

To win a copy of Kay’s book, name the music executive who has endorsed Kay
Bell's book, Lyrically Speaking. (Hint: check out www.kay-bell.com to find the
answer). Send your answer to alang@asai.org.au. The first correct answer will be the
winner.
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2. The Australian Country Songwriters Show

The Australian Country Songwriters Show is on the radio at 9.00pm on Monday
evenings on TodaysCountry94one on the NSW Central Coast, and over the internet
via RSS feed (www.todayscountry94one.com).
The concept of the show is to provide up-and-coming country, and countrycrossover, songwriters with the opportunity for airplay for their songs, on Australia’s
most popular country music radio station.
The station won the Most Popular Radio Station award at the 2015 People’s Choice
Awards, held in Tamworth, earlier this year. The station also won the award in 2012
and 2014. The People’s Choice Awards are held in conjunction with the Tamworth
Country Music Festival each year.
If you’d like your songs considered for airplay, please contact Alan Gilmour on
alang@asai.org.au or on acss@todayscountry94one.com.
Thanks to those who have already submitted songs for consideration. Since the
inception of the show, we’ve provided airplay for songs from the following ASA
members and friends:
Alex Tobin, Andrew Winton, Becci Nethery, Brian Stitt, Brothers 3, Cathy Dobson,
Chris Fisher, Cill Van Der Velden, Classic Alpine (Niels Becker), Cory Hargreaves,
Craig Morrison, Darren Sugars, Donna Pinkney, Emma Jene, Fiona Karamanlidis,
Gerry O’Regan, Glen Naylor, Greens Dairy Angel Ensemble (Tim Shaw), Helen
Townsend, Jarrad Grimmond, Jason Frekelton, Jason Greenwood, Jennifer Renee,
Jenny Taylor, Jesse Emmanuel, Jim Harding & Charlie Cacciola, Jo Kelly Stephenson,
John Greenwood, Justin Linkins, Justin Standley, Just Between Us, Kaitlin Thomas,
Kathy Coleman, Kelly Cork & The Rain, Kerrie Garside, Kieran Roberts, K’crasher,
Kye Cole, L.B. Marshall, Leo Kahans, Lloyd M. Clarke, Lola Brinton, Loren
Steenkamp, Lynn Hazelton, Magdalena MacDonald, Marcy Taylor, Mark Wheatley,
Max Phillips, Melissa Robertson, Michael Pavlich, Natalie Howard, Paul Owen, Peter
Smith, Phil Emmanuel, Racz ‘n’ Waters, Rick Hart, Rob Imeson, Rob Medcalf (Rob M
Blind), Sabrina Alison, Sally-Anne Whitten, Samantha Mooney, Sami Cooke, Shane
Johnson, Steve McNaughton, Steve Montgomery, Stuart Parnell Hall, Susan Lily,
Taylor Pfeiffer, The Bostocks, The Lamplights, The Morrisons, The Verandah Band
(Steve Kermode), Travis Caudle, Trish Roldan, Twyce Daily, Tyson Colman, Vanessa
Craven, Vanessa Lea & Road Train, Wendy J. Ford and Younis Clare.
Please go to Facebook, and “Like”
The Australian Country Songwriters
Show, and tell your friends.
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3. Mike Cardy’s New Album Launch
The ASA’s Perth WA Regional CoOrdinator, Mike Cardy, will be releasing
his latest album on 19 June 2015.
Mike was born and raised in Perth,
Western Australia. He started playing
guitar at twelve years, and by fifteen was
playing bass and guitar in heavy metal
cover bands at various venues around
Perth.
A few years after his marriage and the
arrival of a family Mike moved away from
bands and gigging as other work and
family priorities took precedence, but
continued to play and develop his song
writing
and
playing
skills.
During this time Mike concentrated on
playing acoustic guitar, with a wide range
of influences including Jimmy Page, Neil
Young and in later years Mark Knopfler.
Mike started gigging again in the 1990’s
through “open mic” nights and at private
functions and pubs. Mike uses a number of guitars on stage and, through the
different sounds, tunings and playing styles, delivers a unique range and variety of
material.
Mike released his first album in 2002, Stories from the City – Live, a compilation of
live recordings. Mike’s second record, Smiling on the Inside, was released in August
2005. Mike has just released Frank Conversations - his second studio album.
Albums
are
available at Mike’s
gigs and through
iTunes, and other
good online music
stores.
You can
also contact Mike
using the contact
details below.

Email: mikecardymusic@iprimus.com.au
Web: mikecardy.com.au
Mobile:

0413 677 084
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3. Do You Remember Woodstock 1969?

Among the interesting things that come across our desk here at The Australian
Songwriter, was an article about the original Woodstock festival in 1969.
Yes, 46 years on, the couple that was photographed on the front cover of the iconic
Woodstock album are still together, and are celebrating 44 years of marriage.
Nick and Bobbi Ercoline married two years after Woodstock, have two sons and live
not far from the concert site.
4. It’s A Tough Life Being A Punk Rocker In Russia
For some time we have been
following the antics of the
Russian authorities against the
Russian punk rockers, Pussy
Riot. The girls were imprisoned
in 2012 for protesting against the
close links between Russian
President, Vladimir Putin and the
Russian Orthodox Church.
Photo: Pussy Riot members,
Maria
Alyokhina
and
Nadezhda Tolokonnikova.
Members of Pussy Riot are now suing Russian authorities after allegedly being
attacked with whips by Cossack militia at the Sochi Winter Olympics during February
2014.
Various members of the punk protest group claim to have been attacked by both
uniformed Cossacks and security men as they attempted to perform in the Russian
city, where the Winter Olympics were taking place. It is alleged that one of the
Cossacks used pepper spray on members of the group. The altercation is said to
have lasted several minutes and left one Pussy Riot member with a bloodied face.
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The incident was documented on film, with a video showing the alleged abuse of the
police
streaming
below.
Russian newspaper Vedomosti have now quoted Pussy Riot's lawyer, Alexander
Popkov, as confirming that a lawsuit, related to the incident, had been filed to the
European Court of Human Rights. The suit is said to have been filed by
Tolokonnikova and Alyokhina, along with Tolokonnikova's husband Piotr Verzilov, and
others.
Pussy Riot recently released their first English language song ‘I Can't Breathe' – a
protest song featuring Yeah Yeah Yeahs' Nick Zinner on bass and Richard Hell
reading Eric Garner's final words. Garner died in July 2014 after a US police officer
allegedly put him in a chokehold.
5. ASA Member, Pete Hawkes new CD.

Pete Hawkes (born 28 May 1965) is an Australian composer, inventor,
mathematician and musician. A prolific writer, he is best known for his unusual
capacity to compose music from many different genres. His musical catalogue to
date now includes to date, well over 1,200 recordings covering a very wide spectrum
of different genres of music, including (but not limited too) blues, folk, jazz, Celtic
music, orchestral scores, ragtime, rock and Russian themed music.
Pete is releasing his first CD in a few
years, Arabia, which features French
Violinist Shane Lestideau and Russian
piano/organist Gabrielle Wagner. The
music features a mix of Arabic
intertwined with classical textures
and creates a vivid powerful emotive
blend of music that would appeal to
classical and world lovers alike.
Pete writes: “In order to see if can
afford to do it I am asking for people
to give me an indication of whether
they want the CD by pre-order. This
way I will be able to determine if I
have enough sales to at least cover
costs. The CD will only be $15.” If
you are interested, please contact
Pete at sixstringsecrets@hotmail.com
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6. It Seems Like It Was Only Yesterday!
Although the exact
writing dates remain
uncertain, it will be
50 years this May
since Paul McCartney
finished writing his
classic
anthem
‘Yesterday’, a cross
generational
song
that continues to
stand the test of
time.
He is first said to
have composed the
melody in a dream
whilst living at Jane
Asher’s family home
in Wimpole Street,
London.
Famously,
the
working title of the
song remained as
“Scrambled
Eggs”
for
some
time
afterwards,
while
Paul worked out the
exact lyrics.
In late May 1965, he finally completed the Yesterday we all know and love today,
during a long drive on holiday in Portugal.
Paul then began recording the track at Abbey Road on 14 June 1965 and it later
appeared on The Beatles’ fifth studio album “Help!” The rest is musical history.
Although originally not released as a single in the UK, Yesterday went on to top the
charts across the world, including reaching the Number 1 spot on the US Billboard
Hot 100.
The song went on to win countless awards including the Ivor Novello Award for
Outstanding Song of 1965. Yesterday was also voted The Best Song of the 20th
Century in a Radio 2 poll in 1999 and was the third most played song on US radio in
the 20th century. Guinness World Records has even declared it to be the most
covered song ever written, with over 2,200 versions of the song having been
recorded around the world by 2013. Even Paul’s very own hero, Chuck Berry, has
said Yesterday is the one song he wishes he had written himself.
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The Load Out
Is this the perfect house for a musician?

And what sort of a piano would put in your musician’s house? Perhaps, choose from
the following:
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Official Sponsors of the Australian Songwriting Contest
The ASA would like to acknowledge the assistance of all of its sponsors for
supporting us in our activities throughout the year. The ASA is a not-for-profit
association and could not undertake its activities without the assistance of its valued
sponsors.
We would encourage ASA Members to use the services of our sponsors wherever
possible.
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About Us
The Australian Songwriters Association Inc. is a national, not-for-profit,
member organization, dedicated to the support of songwriters and their
art, by providing avenues for encouragement and education of developing
Australian songwriters, and recognition and promotion of our
accomplished members.

Aims of the Association
To celebrate the art of songwriting;
To assist and encourage developing Australian songwriters;
To provide information and general advice to members;
To create performance opportunities for members;
To aid the professional development of members;
To enable members to meet and/or exchange ideas and information
To facilitate member transition into the established music industry;
To facilitate delivery of member services at a National, State and Regional
level;
To salute our best songwriters at major industry events such as our National
Awards Night.

History of the ASA
The Association was founded in Melbourne VIC in August 1979 by the late Tom Louch
(1932-2009) and the late Rudy Brandsma (1944-1983), who saw the need for an
organisation that would bring Australian songwriters together.
Today the Association has a vibrant membership Australia-wide and enjoys an
established and respected role within the music industry.
The ASA’s membership is diverse and embraces and explores all genres of music.

Contact Us
Mail:

Locked Bag 18/178 Newtown NSW 2042 Australia

Phone/Fax:

(02) 9516 4960

Email:

asanationaloffice@asai.org.au

Website:

www.asai.org.au

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/asamusicians
www.facebook.com/australiansongwritersassociation

Youtube:

www.youtube.com/austsongwriters

Patron:

Glenn A Baker
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Life Members:

Tom Louch, Rudy Brandsma, Russell Zimmer, Dominic Crea,
Marie Murphy, Colleen Zulian, Alex Bialocki, Brian Henderson
Ward and Kieran Roberts.

Directors:
Denny Burgess

Chairman

Alan Gilmour

Vice Chairman, Public Officer, Financial Officer, Online Content
Editor and Editor of The Australian Songwriter Magazine

Clare Burgess

Director and Secretary

Ben Patis

Director and Manager of Regional Co-Ordinators

Regional Co-Ordinators
Trevor Shard

Melbourne VIC

trevors@asai.org.au

Pete Sheen

Ballarat VIC

petes@asai.org.au

Matt Sertori

Hobart TAS

matts@asai.org.au

Angelo Pash

Sydney NSW

angelop@asai.org.au

Chris Whitington

Newcastle NSW

chrisw@asai.org.au

Kerrie Garside

Central Coast NSW

kerrieg@asai.org.au

Wendy J Ford

Northern Rivers NSW

wendyjf@asai.org.au

Mike Cardy

Perth WA

mikec@asai.org.au

Melinda J Wells

Dalby & Regional QLD

melindajw@asai.org.au

Hugh Brown

Brisbane QLD

hughb@asai.org.au

Johnny Dee

Bribie Island QLD

johnnyd@asai.org.au

Angelo Pash

Adelaide SA

angelop@asai.org.au

Kieran Roberts

Canberra ACT

kieranr@asai.org.au

APRA/ASA Australian Songwriter of the Year 2014:
Rick Hart (VIC)

Rudy Brandsma Award Winner 2014:
Robert McIntosh (NSW)

PPCA Live Performance Award Winner 2014:
The Morrisons (NSW)
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Australian Songwriters Hall of Fame:
2014: Kate Ceberano
2013: Garth Porter (Sherbet)
2012: Don Walker (Cold Chisel)
2011: Steve Kilbey (The Church)
2010: Richard Clapton
2009: Ross Wilson (Daddy Cool, Mondo Rock)
2008: Doc Neeson, John Brewster & Rick Brewster (The Angels)
2007: Brian Cadd
2006: Glenn Shorrock, Beeb Birtles & Graeham Goble (LRB)
2005: Russell Morris
2004: Harry Vanda, George Young & Stevie Wright (The Easybeats)

Australian Songwriting Contest Award Winners 2014:
Lola Brinton & Trish Roldan (NSW) (Australia)
Rick Hart (VIC) (Ballad) (Joint)
Cill Van Der Velden & Jarrad Grimmond (NSW) (Ballad) (Joint)
Demi Louise, Joe Killington & Neil Athale (VIC) (Contemporary
Pop/Dance)
Samantha Mooney (QLD) (Country)
James Daley (NSW) (Folk/Acoustic)
Manjia Luo (NSW) (Instrumental)
Michael McGee/Rolf Schnyder (USA/Switzerland) (International)
Cathy Dobson (VIC) (Lyrics)
Kathy Prosser (ACT) (Open)
Johnny Breen (QLD) (Rock/Indie)
Lori Greco (WA) (Spiritual)
Kathy Prosser (ACT) (Songs For Children)
Frank Dixon (VIC) (Youth)
This publication is © 2015 by The Australian Songwriters Association Inc.,
ABN 12 140 838 710, and may not be re-used without permission. The
views expressed in this magazine are the views of the writers and may not
necessarily reflect the views of the ASA. The ASA acknowledges and thanks
all sources from which information for this magazine was obtained.
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